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How to complete the questionnaire: 

Please complete the questionnaire in full. 

Please indicate your answers by marking the boxes provided. 

If you mark the wrong box by mistake in one of your answers, draw a circle around 
that box and mark the correct box: 

In the large boxes, please provide the relevant figures or information, e.g.: ___ persons. 

When completing the questionnaire, please follow the specific instructions for each 
individual question, e.g.: 

Please mark only one box in each row. 

Please return the completed questionnaire to the following address using 
the enclosed prepaid envelope: 

infas Institut für angewandte 
Sozialwissenschaft GmbH 
Postfach 240101 
53154 Bonn 
Germany 
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 First, we would like to learn more about your predictions for the future. 
°°VA  Label adapted to SUF 2019_v0.0  

F1 °°VL Economic situation in Germany over the next 12 months 
°°QUESTION How do you think the general economic situation in Germany will 
change over the next 12 months?  
Please mark only one box. 
Over the next 12 months, it will ... 
1: … significantly improve  
2: … slightly improve 
3: … stay roughly the same 
4: … slightly deteriorate 
5: … significantly deteriorate  

F2_1 
F2_2 
F2_3 

°°VL Price developments over the next 12 months: General 
°°VL Price developments over the next 12 months: Property in your area  

°°VL Price developments over the next 12 months: Rents in your area 
 
°°QUESTION In your opinion, how will prices in general and prices for property in 
particular change over the next 12 months? 
Your answers should relate to Germany. 
Please mark one box in each row.  
Prices in general 
Prices for property in your area 
Rents in your area 
 
Scale: 
1: Significantly decrease   
2: Slightly decrease  
3: Stay roughly the same  
4: Slightly increase 
5: Significantly increase 

F3 °°VL Income increase in 2019 compared with 2018 
°°QUESTION In your opinion, how likely is it that your personal income will increase 
in 2019 compared with 2018? 
Please provide your response using a scale from 0% to 100%. “0%” means 
“absolutely unlikely” and “100%” means “absolutely likely”. 
Please mark only one box. 
Absolutely         Absolutely  
unlikely         likely 
0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100%  

F4 °°VL Likelihood of becoming unemployed over the next 12 months 
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°°QUESTION If you are currently employed: In your opinion, how likely is it that you 
will become unemployed over the next 12 months? 
Please mark only one box. 
Absolutely         Absolutely  
unlikely         likely 
0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100%  
 
998: I am not currently employed 

F5 °°VL Living with a partner 
°°QUESTION Do you live with a partner in the same household? 
“Partner” refers to a spouse or life partner.  
 
1: Yes -> Please proceed to question 6 
2: No -> Please proceed to question 8 

F6 °°VL Increase in partner’s income in 2019 compared with 2018 
°°QUESTION In your opinion, how likely is it that your partner’s income will increase 
in 2019 compared with 2018? 
Please mark only one box. 
Absolutely         Absolutely  
unlikely         likely 
0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100%  
 

F7 °°VL Likelihood of partner becoming unemployed over the next 12 months 
°°QUESTION If your partner is currently employed: In your opinion, how likely is it 
that your partner will become unemployed over the next 12 months? 
Please mark only one box. 
Absolutely         Absolutely  
unlikely         likely 
0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100%  
 
998: My partner is not currently employed 

 Now we have a few questions on the situation of your household as a whole. 

F8_1 
F8_2 
F8_3 
F8_4 
F8_5 
 
 
 

°°VL Household expenditure: Significantly higher 
°°VL Household expenditure: Slightly higher 
°°VL Household expenditure: Roughly the same 
°°VL Household expenditure: Slightly lower 
°°VL Household expenditure: Significantly lower 
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°°QUESTION How do you think your household expenditure over the next 12 
months will compare with your household expenditure over the past 12 months?  
You have a total of 10 points available for your estimation. Please allocate these 10 
points among the following five options. The more likely you think an option is, the more 
points you should allocate to it. 

Compared with expenditure over the past 12 months, expenditure over the next 12 
months will be ... 
… significantly higher _________ 
… slightly higher _________ 
… roughly the same _________ 
… slightly lower  _________ 
… significantly lower _________ 
       
Total   10 points 

F9_1 
F9_2 
F9_3 
F9_4 
F9_5 

°°VL Household income: Significantly higher 
°°VL Household income: Slightly higher 
°°VL Household income: Roughly the same 
°°VL Household income: Slightly lower 
°°VL Household income: Significantly lower 
°°QUESTION How do you think your household income over the next 12 months will 
compare with your household income over the past 12 months?  
You have a total of 10 points available for your estimation. Please allocate these 10 
points among the following five options. The more likely you think an option is, the more 
points you should allocate to it. 

Compared with income over the past 12 months, income over the next 12 months will 
be ... 
… significantly higher _________ 
… slightly higher _________ 
… roughly the same _________ 
… slightly lower  _________ 
… significantly lower _________ 
       
Total   10 points 

F10_1 
F10_2 
F10_3 
F10_4 
F10_5 
F10_6 
F10_7 
F10_8 

°°VL Income of close acquaintances: Less than €36,000 
°°VL Income of close acquaintances: €36,000 to less than €48,000 
°°VL Income of close acquaintances: €48,000 to less than €60,000 
°°VL Income of close acquaintances: €60,000 to less than €72,000  
°°VL Income of close acquaintances: €72,000 to less than €96,000       
°°VL Income of close acquaintances: €96,000 to less than €120,000 
°°VL Income of close acquaintances: €120,000 to less than €156,000   
°°VL Income of close acquaintances: €156,000 or more    
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°°QUESTION Now please consider your close acquaintances and their annual gross 
household incomes. 
In your estimation, what proportion of your acquaintances fall within each of the 
income categories listed below?  
Please respond using values from 0% to 100%. “0%” means that none of your 
acquaintances fall within that category, “45%” means around half, and “90%” means 
that almost all of your acquaintances fall within that category. 
Less than €36,000   _________ 
€36,000 to less than €48,000  _________ 
€48,000 to less than €60,000  _________ 
€60,000 to less than €72,000  _________ 
€72,000 to less than €96,000  _________ 
€96,000 to less than €120,000  _________ 
€120,000 to less than €156,000  _________ 
€156,000 or more   _________ 
 
       
Total                      100% 

F11 
 
 

°°VL Expenditure of close acquaintances  
°°QUESTION Do you believe that most of your close acquaintances spend more 
money than you do? 
1: Yes  
2: No 
 

F12 °°VL Likelihood of repaying outstanding loans  
°°QUESTION If you currently have outstanding loans:  
In your opinion, how likely is it that you will be able to duly repay all of your 
currently outstanding loans by the end of their terms? 
Please provide your response using a scale from 0% to 100%. “0%” means “absolutely 
unlikely” and “100%” means “absolutely likely”. 
Please mark only one box. 
Absolutely         Absolutely  
unlikely         likely 
0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100% 
998: I do not currently have any outstanding loans 

 The following questions concern online financial services.  

F13 °°VL Frequency of private internet use  
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°°QUESTION 
Over the past three months, how often have you used the internet for private 
purposes? 
Please mark only one box. 
1: Several times a day  
2: Once a day  
3: Several times a week  
4: Around once a week 
5: Two or three times a month 
6: Rarely  
7: Never  
8: I do not have internet access    - > Please proceed to question 27 

F14 °°VL Online banking  
°°QUESTION Do you use online banking for the account that you use for the majority 
of your payments?  
Please mark only one box. 
1: Yes, usually  
2: Yes, but as an exception  
3: No, I have a current account but I do not use online banking 
4: No, I do not have my own current account 

F15 °°VL Securities  
°°QUESTION Do you trade securities online? 
Please mark only one box. 
1: Yes, usually     
2: Yes, but as an exception 
3: No, I have a securities account but I never trade securities online  
4: No, I do not have a securities account 

F16 °°VL Conducting transactions online  
°°QUESTION Broadly speaking, do you like to conduct transactions and other 
matters via the internet? Please consider not only your finances but also 
purchases, applications, taxes, or dealings with authorities. 
Please mark only one box. 
1: Very much  
2: Yes, in principle, but there are transactions or other matters that I prefer to conduct 
in person 
3: Not very much  
4: No, as a general rule I do not conduct any transactions or other matters via the 
internet 

 For several years now, it has been possible to borrow and invest via the internet. 
We have a few questions on this topic. 

F17 °°VL Awareness of robo-advisors  
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°°QUESTION Have you ever heard of “robo-advisors”? 
Robo-advisors automate and digitalise the services of traditional investment financial 
advisors. Robo-advisors can be independent financial service providers. However, 
equivalent services are also offered by conventional banks. 
 
1: Yes -> Please proceed to question 18 
2: No -> Please proceed to question 21 

F18_1_1 
F18_1_2 
F18_1_3 
F18_1_4 
F18_1_5 
F18_1_6 
F18_1_7 
F18_1_8 
 
 
 
 
 

°°VL Importance of investment advice: Overview and understanding 
°°VL Importance of investment advice: Fees 
°°VL Importance of investment advice: Yields 
°°VL Importance of investment advice: Anonymity of transaction 
°°VL Importance of investment advice: Security of transaction 
°°VL Importance of investment advice: Data protection, confidentiality 
°°VL Importance of investment advice: Convenience, speed 
°°VL Importance of investment advice: Cannot say (Scale: Applicable – Not applicable) 
 
°°QUESTION In your opinion, how important are the criteria listed below for 
investment advice? 
 
Please mark one box in each row. 
Graphics: Matrix question 
Overview and understanding 
Fees 
Income 
Anonymity of transaction 
Security of transaction 
Data protection, confidentiality 
Convenience, speed 
 
Scale:  
1: Very important 
2: Fairly important 
3: Undecided 
4: Fairly unimportant 
5: Not important at all 

F18_2_1 
F18_2_2 
F18_2_3 
F18_2_4 
F18_2_5 
F18_2_6 
F18_2_7 
F18_2_8 
 

°°VL Comparison of robo-advisors: Review and understanding 
°°VL Comparison of robo-advisors: Fees 
°°VL Comparison of robo-advisors: Yields 
°°VL Comparison of robo-advisors: Anonymity of transaction 
°°VL Comparison of robo-advisors: Security of transaction 
°°VL Comparison of robo-advisors: Data protection, confidentiality 
°°VL Comparison of robo-advisors: Convenience, speed 
°°VL Comparison of robo-advisors: Cannot say (Scale: Applicable – not applicable) 
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°°QUESTION With regard to the criteria listed below, are robo-advisors better, the 
same, or worse compared to traditional investment advisors? 
With regard to ..., robo-advisors are ... compared to traditional investment advisors. 
      Better The same Worse 

Overview and understanding      �                �          �            
Fees                      �                 �                        �            
Yields         �                �          �          
Anonymity of transaction                    �                 �                        �           
Security of transaction        �                 �          �            
Data protection, confidentiality      �                 �          �           
Convenience, speed                    �                 �             �           
 Cannot say 

F19 °°VL Use of robo-advisors  
°°QUESTION Have you ever used robo-advisors yourself? 
Please mark only one box. 
1: Yes, I currently use one or more -> Please proceed to question 20 
2: Yes, I have used one in the past, but do not use one currently  -> Please 
proceed to question 21 
3: No, I have never used one  -> Please proceed to question 21 

F20 °°VL Proportion of securities holdings managed using a robo-advisor  
°°QUESTION What proportion of your securities holdings do you currently manage 
using a robo-advisor? 
An approximate answer will suffice. 
________ % 

F21 °°VL Familiarity with online credit platforms  
°°QUESTION Have you ever heard of online credit platforms? 
Online credit platforms are financial service providers that match prospective private 
borrowers with lenders. The lenders could be private individuals looking to invest, but 
also banks or other financial enterprises. In some cases, the platforms are responsible 
for processing the loan or are even financially involved themselves.  
 
1: Yes->   Please proceed to question 22 
2: No -> Please proceed to question 27 

F22_1_1 
F22_1_2 
F22_1_3 
F22_1_4 
F22_1_5 
F22_1_6 
F22_1_7 
F22_1_8 
F22_1_9 
F22_1_10 
 

°°VL Importance for borrowing: Overview and understanding 
°°VL Importance for borrowing: Fees 
°°VL Importance for borrowing: Yields 
°°VL Importance for borrowing: Anonymity of transaction 
°°VL Importance for borrowing: Security of transaction 
°°VL Importance for borrowing: Data protection, confidentiality 
°°VL Importance for borrowing: Convenience, speed 
°°VL Importance for borrowing: Required collateral 
°°VL Importance for borrowing: Chances of obtaining a loan 
°°VL Importance for borrowing: Cannot say (Scale: Applicable – Not applicable) 
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°°QUESTION How important do you consider the following criteria for borrowing in 
general? 
Please mark one box in each row. 
Graphics: Matrix question 
 
Overview and understanding 
Fees and interest rates 
Yields 
Anonymity of transaction 
Security of transaction 
Data protection, confidentiality 
Convenience, speed 
Required collateral 
Chances of obtaining a loan 
 
Scale:  
1: Very important 
2: Fairly important 
3: Undecided 
4: Fairly unimportant 
5: Not important at all 
 

F22_2_1 
F22_2_2 
F22_2_3 
F22_2_4 
F22_2_5 
F22_2_6 
F22_2_7 
F22_2_8 
F22_2_9 
F22_2_10 
 

°°VL Comparison of credit platforms: Review and understanding 
°°VL Comparison of credit platforms: Fees 
°°VL Comparison of credit platforms: Yields 
°°VL Comparison of credit platforms: Anonymity of transaction 
°°VL Comparison of credit platforms: Security of transaction 
°°VL Comparison of credit platforms: Data protection, confidentiality 
°°VL Comparison of credit platforms: Convenience, speed 
°°VL Comparison of credit platforms: Required collateral 
°°VL Comparison of credit platforms: Chances of obtaining a loan 
°°VL Comparison of credit platforms: Cannot say  (Scale: Applicable – Not applicable) 
 
°°QUESTION  With regard to the criteria listed below, are online platforms better, 
the same, or worse compared to traditional branch banks? 
Please mark one box in each row. 
With regard to ..., online credit platforms are ... compared to branch banks when 
lending and borrowing. 
      Better The same Worse 
Overview and understanding   �                �                     �         
Fees and interest                  �                 �                     �            
Anonymity of transaction                 �                 �                     �           
Security of transaction                 �                 �                     �            
Data protection, confidentiality          �                 �                     �           
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Convenience, speed         �                   �          �           
Required collateral         �                   �          �           
Chances of obtaining a loan      �                   �          �           
 Cannot say 
 

F23_1 
F23_2 
F23_3 

°°VL Use of online platforms: Borrower 
°°VL Use of online platforms: Lender 
°°VL Use of online platforms: No, I have never used one 
 
°°QUESTION Have you ever used online platforms yourself? 
Yes, I use or have used one or several: 
1: As a borrower-> Please proceed to question 24 
2: As a lender Please proceed to question 24 
3: No, I have never used one  -> Please proceed to question 27 

F24_1 
F24_2 
F24_3 
F24_4 
F24_5 
F24_6 
F24_9 

°°VL Use: Check24 (brokerage) 
°°VL Use: SMAVA 
°°VL Use: onlinecredit 
°°VL Use: Finanzcheck 
°°VL Use: auxmoney 
°°VL Use: easyCredit 
°°VL Use: Lendico, Funding Circle/Zencap or other 
 
°°QUESTION Which of the following platforms do you use or have you used in the 
past?  
 
Please mark all applicable options. 
1: Applicable 
2: Not applicable 
 
Check24 (brokerage) 
SMAVA 
onlinecredit 
Finanzcheck 
auxmoney 
easyCredit 
Lendico 
Funding Circle/Zencap 
Other (please specify) _________ 

F25_1 
F25_2 

°°VL Amount of all loans obtained via online credit platforms 
°°VL No outstanding amount 
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°°QUESTION What amount is currently outstanding for all loans that you have 
obtained via online credit platforms? 
An approximate answer will suffice. 
________ euro 
 No currently outstanding amount for loans via online platforms 
 

F26_1 
F26_2 

°°VL Size of outstanding amount for all loans that you have lent via online credit 
platforms 
°°VL No amount currently lent via online platforms 
 
°°QUESTION What is the total amount for all loans that you have currently lent via 
online credit platforms? 
An approximate answer will suffice. 
________ euro 
 No amount currently lent via online platforms 
 

F27_1_1 
F27_1_2  
F27_1_3 
F27_1_4 
F27_1_5 
F27_1_6 
F27_1_7 
F27_1_8 
F27_1_9 
F27_1_10 
 
F27_2_1 
F27_2_2  
F27_2_3 
F27_2_4 
F27_2_5 
F27_2_6 
F27_2_7 
F27_2_8 
F27_2_9 
 

°°VL Loan: Purchase of residential real estate (main residence) 
°°VL Loan: Purchase of other real estate 
°°VL Loan: Repair or renovation of real estate 
°°VL Loan: Vehicle purchase  

°°VL >Loan: Financing a business or professional undertaking 
°°VL Loan: Consumer debt restructuring/instalment loan 
°°VL Loan: Financing training or education 
°°VL Loan: Covering living expenses or other purchases 
°°VL Loan: Other 
°°VL Loan: I cannot imagine taking out a loan 
 
 
°°VL Online loan: Purchase of residential real estate (main residence) 
°°VL Online loan: Purchase of other real estate 
°°VL Online loan: Repair or renovation of real estate 
°°VL Online loan: Vehicle purchase  

°°VL Online loan: Financing a business or professional undertaking 
°°VL Online loan: Consumer debt restructuring/instalment loan 
°°VL Online loan: Financing training or education  
°°VL Online loan: Covering living expenses or other purchases 
°°VL Online loan: Other 
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°°QUESTION Please consider your living situation now and in the next five years. 
Can you generally imagine any reason why you might want to take out a loan? 
Can you see yourself taking out an online loan for these purposes? 
  
Please mark all applicable options in each row. 
For this purpose, I can imagine taking out ... a loan ... ... an online loan  
                                                                                                                                    
 
Purchase of residential real estate (main residence)     
Purchase of other real estate       
Repair or renovation of real estate                    
Vehicle purchase         
Financing a business or professional undertaking      
Consumer debt restructuring/instalment loan     
Financing training or education (e.g. student loan)      
Covering living expenses or other purchases      
Other (please specify) ________                    
 
 I cannot imagine taking out a loan 

 Finally, a few questions regarding your personal situation 

F28_1 
F28_2 
F28_3 
F28_4 
 

°°VL Satisfaction with life 
°°VL Satisfaction with health 
°°VL Satisfaction with living arrangements 
°°VL Satisfaction with financial situation 
 
 
°°QUESTION How satisfied are you currently with the following aspects of your life? 
Please mark one box in each row. 
How satisfied are you ... 
... with your life in general? 
... with your health? 
... with your living arrangements? 
... with your financial situation? 
 
Scale: 
1: Completely unsatisfied 
to  
5: Completely satisfied 
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F29 °°VL Respondent: Gender 
 
°°QUESTION What is your gender? 
1: Male 
2: Female 
3: Other 

F30_2 °°VL Respondent: Date of birth, year 
°°QUESTION When were you born? Please state your year of birth. 
 
Year of birth: ____ (four digits) 

F31 °°VL Number of persons in household 
°°QUESTION Including yourself, how many persons currently live in 
your household?  
 
Number of persons in household: ____ 

 

@Graphics: Below the last questions (see questionnaire 5123) 

 

Thank you very much for taking part! 

To ensure that we have up-to-date contact information, please fill in the 
address section on the following page. If you already know that your 
contact information will soon change, please provide your new contact 
information in that section. 
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@Graphics: Cover page (see questionnaire 5123)  

@Graphics: Address fields as in website 

 

 




